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Volume of butter milk powder exports
BRXl
Volume of butter exports
BVX
Volume of beef and veal exports
BVXEST
Derived volume of beef and veal exports series
CASNXl
Volume of casein exports
CBMP
Domestic consumption of butter milk powder
CBMPl
Domestic consumption of butter milk powder
CBUTl
Domestic consumption of butter
CBUTTER
Domestic consumption of butter
CBV
Domestic consumption of beef and veal
CCHEESE
Domestic consumption of cheese
CDBCANY
Change in real available cash net income per dairy farm
CDBGYD
Change in real gross farm income per dairy farm
CHESl
Domestic consumption of cheese
1
2CHEX
Total volume of whey powder, lactose and cheese exports
CLB
Domestic consumption of Lamb
CMN
Domestic consumption of mutton
CMWBCAY
Change in real available cash net farm income per sheep and beef
farm
CMWBGY
Change in real gross income per sheep and beef farm
CPDR
Total domestic consumption of condensed milk, wholemilk, skim
milk and buttermilk powders
Cpowl
Domestic consumption of condensed milk and wholemilk powders
CPOWDER
Domestic consumption of condensed milk and wholemilk powders
CSMP
Domestic consumption of skim milk powders
CSMPl
Domestic consumption of skim milk powders
CWLTON
Domestic consumption of wool
CWOOL
Domestic consumption of wool
DBCANY
Real available cash net income per dairy farm
DBCE
Real total cash expenses per dairy farm
DBCNY
Real cash net farm income per dairy farm
3DBDPRCN
Real tax depreciation claimed per dairy farm
DBFERT
Real fertiliser, seed and development expenditure per dairy farm
DBFTR
Volume of fertiliser used per dairy farm
DBGYD
Real gross farm income per dairy farm
DBGYMLK
Real dairy produce component of gross farm income per dairy farm
DBGYO
Real cattle, calves, pigs and 'other' income per dairy farm
DBINT
Real interest component of cash expenditure per dairy farm
DBINVSC
Change in real non (off)-farm investments per dairy farm
DBINVST
Real non (off)-farm investments per dairy farm
DBND
Real 'other' component of cash expenditure per dairy farm
DBRM
Real repairs and maintenance component of cash expenditure per
dairy farm
DBTLB
Real total liabilities per dairy farm
DBTLBC
Change in real total liabilities per dairy farm
DBTXNY
Real taxable net farm income per dairy farm
DCBMP
Change in domestic consumption of butter milk powder
DCBUT
Change in domestic consumption of butter
4DCCHE
Change in domestic consumption of cheese
DCSMP
Change in domestic consumption of skim milk powder
DCWMP
Change in domestic consumption of condensed milk and wholemilk
powders
DFMPRSC
Change in number of open-market dairy farm units sold per year
DFMPRSE
Total number of dairy farm units sold
DKBBC
Change in number of beef breeding cows and heifers
DKBC
Change in number of beef heifers less than one year old
DKBH
Change in number of beef heifers between one and two years old
DKBHOB
Change in number of other beef cattle
DKD
Change in number of dairy cows and heifers greater than one year
old
DKDH
Change in number of dairy cows and heifers not in milk but
intended for dairying
DKE
Change in number of breeding ewes
DKEOS
Change in number of breeding ewes, wether hoggets, dry ewes, rams
and other sheep
DKHGT
Change in number of ewe hoggets
DKOB
Change in number of other beef cows and heifers
5DKOS
Change in number of wether hoggets, dry ewes, rams and other
sheep
DQBMP
Change in butter milk powder production
DQBUT
Change in creamery butter, anhydrous milkfat and frozen cream
production
DQCASN
Change in casein production
DQCH
Change in whey butter, cheese and lactose production
DQSMP
Change in skimmed milk powder production
DQWMP
Change in condensed milk, wholemilk powder and infant food
production
DSTBMP
Change in stocks of butter milk powder
DSTBR
Change in stocks of creamery butter, anhydrous milkfat and frozen
cream products
DSTBV
Change in closing stocks of beef and veal
DSTCH
Change in stocks of cheese, whey powder and lactose
DSTCN
Change in stocks of casein
DSTLB
Change in closing stocks of lamb
DSTMN
Change in closing stocks of mutton
DSTSMP
Change in stocks of skim milk powder
6DSTWLBD
Change in wool trading stocks held by N.Z.W.B.
DSTWMP
Change in stocks of condensed milk, wholemilk powders, etc
DSUBF
Change in total stock units of beef
DSUD
Change in total dairy cow and heifer stock units
DSUSB
Change in total beef and sheep stock units
DSUSP
Change in total sheep stock units
FMPRSE
Total number of grazing farm units sold
FMPRSEC
Change in number of open-market grazing land farm units sold per
year
GIBDY
Real dairy farm gross capital expenditure net of sales on
buildings
GIBSB
Real total gross capital expenditure net of sales on buildings,
for sheep and beef farms
GIDY
Real total gross capital expenditure net of sales on dairy farms
GIHDDY
Real gross investment per stock unit of dairy cows and heifers
GILDY
Real gross capital expenditure net of sales on land development,
for dairy farms
GILSB
Real gross capital expenditure net of sales on land development,
sheep and beef farms
7GIPMVDY
Real total gross capital expenditure net of sales on plant and
machinery and transport vehicles for dairy farms
GIPMVSB
Real total gross capital expenditure net of sales on plant and
machinery and transport vehicles for sheep and beef farms
GISB
Real total gross capital expenditure net of sales on sheep and
beef farms
KBBC
Beef cows,and heifers over two years old used for breeding
KBC




Beef heifers between one and two years old (whether used for
breeding or not)
KD
Dairy cows and heifers greater than one year old
KDH
Dairy heifers and cows intended for dairying
KDY









Other beef cows and steers

9MWBGYS
Real sheepmeats component of gross income per sheep and beef farm
MWBGYW
Real wool component of gross income per sheep and beef farm
MWBINT
Real interest component of cash expenditure per sheep and beef
farm
MWBINV
Real off-farm investments per sheep and beef farm
MWBINVC
Change in real off-farm investments per sheep and beef farm
MWBND
Real 'other' component of cash expenditure per sheep and beef
farm
MWBRM
Real repairs and maintenance expenditure per sheep and beef farm
MWBSAV
Real dispostion of available cash net income: savings per sheep
and beef farm
MWBTAX
Real disposition of available cash net income: tax paid per sheep
and beef farm
MWBTLB
Real total liabilities per sheep and beef farm
MWBTLBC
Change in real total liabilities per sheep and beef farm
MWBTXNY
Real taxable net farm income per sheep and beef farm
NIBDY
Real net investment in buildings capital on dairy farms
NIBSB
Real net investment in buildings capital on sheep and beef farms
NILDY
Real net investment in land development capital on dairy farms
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NILSB
Real net investment in land development capital on sheep and beef
farms
NIPMVDY
Real net investment in plant, machinery and transport vehicles
capital, dairy farms
NIPMVSB
Real net investment in plant, machinery and transport vehicles
capital, sheep and beef farms
PCBUT
Per capita consumption of butter
PCBV
Per capita consumption of beef and veal
PCHES
Per capita consumption of cheese
PCLB
Per capita consumption of lamb
PCMN
Per capita consumption of mutton
PCPDR





Butter milk powder production
QBUT




Total production of whey butter, cheeese and lactose
QL
Total production of lamb
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QLBMN
Total lamb and mutton production
QM
Total production of mutton
QMB
Total manufacturing beef production
QMLKF
Total milkfat processed by dairy factories
QMLKFHD
Milkfat per dairy cow
QPB
Total prime beef production
QSMP




Condensed milk,wholemilk powder and infant food production
SBDHDDY
Real capital stock of buildings on dairy farms divided by total
dairy herd stock units
SBDHDSB
Real capital stock of buildings on sheep and beef farms divided
by total sheep and beef stock units
SBDPMDY
Real capital stock of buildings, transport vehicles, plant and
machinery divided by total dairy herd stock units
SKHDDY
Total real capital stock on dairy farms divided by total dairy
herd stock units
SKHDSB
Total real capital stock on sheep and beef farms divided by total
sheep and beef stock units
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SLDHDDY
Real capital stock of land on dairy farms divided by total dairy
herd stock units
SLDHDSB
Real capital stock of land on sheep and beef farms divided by
total sheep and beef stock units
SMPTX
Total volume of skim milk powder exports
SPMHDDY
~eal capital stock of transport vehicles, plant and machinery on
dairy farms divided by total dairy stock units
SPMHDSB
Real capital stock of transport vehicles, plant and machinery on
sheep and beef farms divided by total sheep and beef stock units
STBV
Closing stocks of beef and veal
STKBDY
Real stock of buildings capital on dairy farms
STKBSB
Real stock of buildings capital on sheep and beef farms
STKDY
Total real capital stock on dairy farms
STKLDY
Real stock of land capital on dairy farms
STKLSB
Real stock of land capital on sheep and beef farms
STKSB
Total real capital stock on sheep and beef farms
STLB
Closing stocks of lamb
STMN
Closing stocks of mutton
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STPMVDY
Real stock of plant, machinery and transport vehicles capital on
dairy farms
STPMVSB
Real stock of plant, machinery and transport vehicles capital on
sheep and beef farms
STWLBD
Closing wool trading stocks held by the NZ Wool Board
SUBF
Total stock units of beef
SUD
Total stock units of dairy cows and heifers
SUSB
Total stock units of beef and sheep
susp
Total sheep stock units
VBMPX
Value of butter milk powder exports
VBRX
Value of butter exports
VBVX
Value of beef and veal exports
VCASNX
Value of caesin exports
VCHEX
Total value of whey powder, cheese and lactose exports
VDAIRYX
Total value of all dairy product exports
VLBX
Value of lamb exports
VMEATX
Total value of beef and veal, lamb and mutton exports
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VMNX
Value of mutton exports
VPASTX
Total value of all pastoral exports
VSMPTX
Total value of skim milk powder exports
VWOOLX
Value of wool exports
VWPRX
Total value of wholemilk powder, condensed and evaporated milk
exports
WLXEST
Derived volume of wool exports series
WOOLX
volume of wool exports
WPRX





Two-year average of per capita disposable income in Australia
and N.Z.
BRMKT
Net exports in world butter trade
BVCF
Conversion factor relating to volume of beef and veal exports
CDRl
Change in real market interest rate on new mortgages for
dairy farms
CDR2
Change in real dairy grazing farm land price index attributable
to capital gain
CDR7
Change in real interest rates paid by dairy farmers
CDRA3
Change in real milkfat payment to dairy farmers relative to
building service price
CDRA4
Change in real milkfat payment to dairy farmers relative to
plant and machinery service price
CDRA6
Change in real milkfat payment to dairy farmers relative to
land development service price
CHBRPD
Cheese and butter export purchase price differential
CHMKT
Net exports in world cheese trade
CRl
Change in real market interest rate on new mortgages for
sheep and beef farms
CR2
Change in real sheep and beef land price index attributable
to capital gain
CR7
Change in real interest rates paid by sheep and beef
farmers
CRA3
Change in sheep-beef farmers terms of trade relative to
buildings real service price
CRA4
Change in sheep-beef farmers terms of trade relative to
plant & machinery real service price
CRA6
Change in sheep-beef farmers terms of trade relative to
land development real service price
DBCONI
Real rate of interest paid by dairy farmers
DBDEFX
Real deferred expenditure per dairy farm
DBIEA
Real income equilizaion d~posit or withdrawal per dairy farm
DBTXCON
Real tax concessions claimed per dairy farm
DEECMPX
Change in net exports of EEC milk powder trade
DPWR
Change in real farm-gate price received for wool
DRA3
Real milkfat paymt to dairy farmers relative to real
service price for building investment
DRA4
Real milkfat payment to dairy farmers relative to real
service price for plant and machinery investment
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DRA6
Real milkfat payment to dairy farmers relative to real
service price for land development investment
DUVBR
Change in unit value of butter exports in $US
DUVCASN
Change in unit value of casein exports in $US
DUVCH
Change in unit value of whey powder, lactose and
cheese exports in $US
DUVSMP
Change in unit value of skim milk powder exports in $US
DWB
Change in days of soil moisture deficit weighted by the
distribution of beef cattle population
DWD
Change in days of soil moisture deficit weighted by the
distribution of dairy cattle population
DWS
Change in days of soil moisture deficit weighted by the
distribution of sheep population
EECBRES
EEC butter restitution payments
EECCRES
EEC chedder cheese restitution payments
EECMPX
EEC net milk powder exports
EECSRES
EEC skim milk powder restitution payments
FERTDUM
Dummy variable accounting for 1974 fertiliser tax
concession (1974=1, else=O)
FSMPX
Volume of skim milk powder exports as stock food
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GOVT1
Dummy variable accounting for payments made under
1972 stock retention scheme
LBCF
Conversion factor relating the derived volume of lamb
exports series to the actual series
MNCF
Conversion factor relating the derived volume of
mutton exports to the actual series
MPMKT
Net exports in world milk powder trade
MWBCONI
Real rate of interest paid by sheep and beef farms
MWBGYO
Real 'other' component of gross income per sheep and
beef farm
MWBIED
Real income equilization deposit per sheep and beef farm
MWBWRD
Real wool income retention deposit or withdrawal per
sheep and beef farm
NZAUER
NZ dollars per one Australian dollar
PDR
Real farm-gate price received by farmers for milkfat
PDRSH1
Market share of condensed milk and wholemilk powders
in total domestic consumption of milk powders
PDRSH2
Market share of butter milk powder in total domestic
consumption of milk powders
PDRSH3
Market share of skim milk powder in total domestic
consumption of milk powders
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PFERT
Bulk price to farmer for phosphatic fertiliser
PFERTR .
Real price of fertiliser
PLR
Real farm-gate price received by farmers for lamb
PLRTD
Relative value of current real schedule price for
lamb (bare-meat) relative to 3 year average
PLSR
Real total market price for lamb
PLSUPR
Price supplements/deduction to/from market prices for lamb
PMBDIF
Difference between market and minimum price for
manufacturing beef
PMBR
Real farm-gate price received by farmers for
manufacturing beef
PMBSR
Real schedule price for manufacturing beef
PMR
Real farm-gate price received by farmers for mutton
PMRTD
Relative value of current real schedule price for mutton
(bare-meat) relative to average of previos 3 years
PMSR
Real total market price for mutton
POPN
Mean population for 12 months ended June
PPBD
Prices paid by dairy farmers index
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PPBR
Real farm-gate price received by farmers for prime beef
PPBS
Prices paid by sheep farmers index
PRDYWL
Relative farm-gate returns for milkfat and wool
PRLBPB
Relative farm-gate returns for lamb and prime beef
PRPBDY
Relative farm-gate returns for prime beef and milkfat
PRPBLB
Relative farm-gate returns for prime beef and lamb
PRPBWL
Relative farm-gate returns for prime beef and wool
PRWLLB
Relative farm-gate returns for wool and lamb
PRWLMN
Relative farm-gate returns for wool and mutton
PRWLPB
Wool price relative to prime beef price
PWAR
Real auction price for wool
PWART
Average of three years data of real auction price
for wool
PWEXP
Exponent of the difference between the target and
auction price for wool
PWR
Real farm-gate price received by farmers for wool
RA3
Sheep-beef farmers terms of trade relative to the real




Sheep-beef farmers terms of trade relative to the real
service price for plant and machinery investment on
sheep and beef farms
RA6
Sheep and beef farmer'S terms of trade relative to
real servic price for land development investment
RIBDY
Real replacement capital investment in buildings on
dairy farms
RIBSB
Real replacement capital investment in buildings on
sheep and beef farms
RILDY
Real replacement capital investment in land development
on dairy farms
RILSB
Real replacement capital investment in land development
on sheep and beef farms
RIPMVDY
Real replcemnt capital investment in plant, machinery
and transport vehicles on dairy farms
RIPMVSB
Real replacement capital investment in plant, machinery
and transport vehicles on sheep and beef farms
RPBEEF
Real retail price of beef
RPBUTTR
Real retail price of butter
RPCARPT
Real retail price of carpet
RPCHES
Real retail price of cheese
RPCHOOK
Real retail price of chicken
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RPCNDY
Real per capita disposable income for N.Z.
RPMUTTN
Real retail price of mutton
RPPOWDR
Real retail price of milk-powder
TAXM
Plant and machinery tax depreciation allowances in
year of purchase
TIME
Time trend (1960, 1961 ..... )
TOTS
Sheep and beef farmers terms of trade
UKBRQU
New Zealand butter quota in UK (tonnes p.w.)
UKCHQU
New zealand cheese quota in UK (tonnes p.w.)
USAMPX
USA net exports of wholemilk and skim milk powders
UVBMP
Unit value of butter milk powder exports
UVBR
Unit value of butter exports
UVBV
Unit value of beef and veal exports
UVCASN
Unit value of casein exports
UVCH
Unit value of whey powder, lactose and cheese exports
UVLB
Unit value of lamb exports
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UVMN
Unit value of mutton exports
UVSMP
Unit value of skim milk powder exports
U~L
unit value of wool exports
U~MP
Unit value of wholemilk powder exports
WB
Days of soil moisture deficit weighted by the
distribution of beef cattle population
WD
Days of soil moisture deficit weighted by the
distribution of dairy cattle population
WLCDPY
Bales purchased for mills by Wool Marketing Corporation
WLCF
Conversion factor relating the derived volume of
wool exports to the actual series
WLSUBSY
Price subsidy to domestic mills in 1973 and 1974
WS
Days of soil moisture deficit weighted by the












































Change in Number of Breeding Ewes
DKE=Al + A2*KE(-1) + A3*KHGT(-1) + A4*DPWR + A5*PRLBPB(-1)
+ A6*PMR + A7*NILSB(-1) + A8*DWS + A9*GOVTl
Change in Number of Ewe Hoggets
DKHGT=Bl + B2*KHGT(-1) + B3*KE(-1) + B4*PRWLPB + B5*PRDYWL
+ B6*PLR + B7*DWS + B8*NILSB(-1) + B9*GOVTl
Change in Number of Other Sheep
DKOS=Cl + C2*KOS(-1) + C3*DKE(-1) + C4*PRWLPB + C5*PMR
+ C6*NILSB(-1)
Change in Number of Beef Breeding Cows
DKBBC=Dl + D2*KBBC(-1) + D3*DKBH(-1) + D4*PRPBWL(-1)
+ D5*PRPBLB(-1) + D6*PMBR + D7*DWB + D8*NILSB(-2)
Change in Number of Beef Heifers
DKBH=El + E2*KBH(-1) + E3*DKBC(-1) + E4*KBC(-1) + E5*KDH(-1)
+ E6*PRPBLB(-1) + E7*DWB
Change in Number of Beef Calves
DKBC=Fl + F2*KBC(-1) + F3*DKBBC(-1) + F4*KBBC(-1) + F5*PRPBWL(-1)
+ F6*PRPBLB(-1) + F7*NILSB(-1)
Change in Number of Other Beef
DKOB=Gl + G2*KOB(-1) + G3*KBBC(-1) + G4*PRPBDY(-1)
+ G5*PRPBLB(-1) + G6*PMBR + G7*DWB
Change in Number of Dairy Milking Cows
DKD=Hl + H2*KD(-1) + H3*DKDH(-1) + H4*PRDYWL + H5*PPBR
+ H6*NILDY(-2) + H7*NIBDY(-2)
Change in Number of Dairy Heifer Calves
DKDH=Il + 12*KDH(-1) + 13*DKD(-1) + 14*PRDYWL + 15*PPBR + 16*PDR
+ 17*DWD + 18*NILDY(-1) + 19*NIBDY(-1)









Ewes and Other Sheep Numbers
KEOS=KE + KOS
Total Sheep Numbers
KSP=KE + KHGT + KOS
Total Sheep stock units
SUSP=KE + (KHGT + KOS)*O.8
Change in Total Sheep Stock units
DSUSP=SUSP - SUSP(-l)
Change in Numbers of Beef Heifers and Other Beef Cattle
DKBHOB=DKBH + DKOB






other Beef Cattle Numbers
KOB=KOB(-l) + DKOB
Total Beef Cattle Numbers
KBF=KBBC + KBH + KBC + KOB
Total Beef Cattle stock Units
SUBF=(KBBC*6) + (KBH*4.5) + (KBC*3.5) + (KOB*5)
Change in Total Beef Stock units
DSUBF=SUBF - SUBF(-l)
Total Sheep and Beef Stock Units
SUSB=SUSP + SUBF
change in Total Sheep and Beef Stock Units
DSUSB=SUSB - SUSB(-l)
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Total Dairy Cattle Stock Units
SUD=(KD*7.5) + (KDH*4)
Change in Total Dairy Cattle Stock Units
DSUD=SUD - SUD(-l)
TOTAL PRODUCTION OF MAJOR FARM COMMODITIES
Wool Production
QW=CQWO + CQW1*SUSP(-1) + CQW2*PRWLMN + CQW3*SLDHDSB(~1)
+ CQW4*WS
Mutton Production
QM=CQMO + CQM1*DKEOS + CQM2*KEOS(-1) + CQM3*PRWLMN
+ CQM4*SLDHDSB(-1)
Lamb Production
QL=CQLO + CQL1*KE(-1) + CQL2*PRWLLB + CQL3*SLDHDSB(-1) + CQL4*WS
Total Lamb and Mutton Production
QLBMN=QL + QM
Prime Beef Production
QPB=CQPBO + CQPB1*DKBHOB + CQPB2*SUBF(-1) + CQPB3*PLR + CQPB4*WB
Manufacturing Beef Production
QMB=CQMBO + CQMB1*DKBBC + CQMB2*DKOB + CQMB3*SUBF(-1)
+ CQMB4*KD(-1) + CQMB5*PRPBLB + CQMB6*PRPBDY
+ CQMB7*SLDHDSB(-1) + CQMB8*WB
Total Beef Production
QBF=QPB + QMB
Milkfat Production Per Head
QMLKFHD=CQMKO + CQMKl*PDR + CQMK2*SBDPMDY(-1) + CQMK3*WD




PRODUCTION OF MAJOR DAIRY PRODUCTS IN PRODUCT WEIGHT
Butter
QBUT=CQBRO + CQBR1*CHBRPD + CQBR2*QMLKF + CQBR3*DSTBR(-1)
+ CQBR4*UKBRQU + CQBR5*EECBRES(-1) + CQBR6*BRMKT(-1)
Cheese
QCH=CQCHO + CQCH1*CHBRPD + CQCH2*QMLKF + CQCH3*DSTCH(-1)
+ CQCH4*UKCHQU + CQCH5*EECCRES(-1) + CQCH6*BRMKT(-1)
+ CQCH7*CHMKT(-1)
Whole-milk Powder
QWMP=CQWMPO + CQWMP1*CHBRPD + CQWMP2*QMLKF + CQWMP3*DSTWMP(-1)
+ CQWMP4*EECBRES(-1) + CQWMP5*BRMKT(-1) + CQWMP6*MPMKT(-1)
Skim-milk Powder
QSMP=CQSMPO + CQSMP1*QMLKF + CQSMP2*CSMP1(-1) + CQSMP3*DSTSMP(-1)
+ CQSMP4*EECSRES(-1) + CQSMP5*EECMPX(-1) + CQSMP6*USAMPX(-1)
+ CQSMP7*QSMP(-1)
Butter-milk Powder
QBMP=CQBMPO + CQBMP1*QBUT + CQBMP2*CBMP1(-1) + CQBMP3*DSTBMP(-1)
+ CQBMP4*EECSRES(-1) + CQBMP5*BRMKT(-1)
Casein
QCASN=CQCASO + CQCAS1*QBUT + CQCAS2*QMLKF + CQCAS3*DSTCN(-1)
+ CQCAS4*DSTSMP(-1) + CQCAS5*EECSRES(-1) + CQCAS6*MPMKT(-1)
+ CQCAS7*QCASN(-1)
Change in Butter Production
DQBUT=QBUT - QBUT(-l)
Change in Cheese Production
DQCH=QCH - QCH(-l)
Change in Whole-Milk Powder Production
DQWMP=QWMP - QWMP(-l)
Change in Skim-milk Powder Production
DQSMP=QSMP - QSMP(-l)
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change in Butter-milk Powder Production
DQBMP=QBMP - QBMP(-l)
Change in Casein Production
DQCASN=QCASN - QCASN(-l)
SHEEP AND BEEF FARM INCOME, EXPENDITURE AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT
Wool Income
MWBGYW=CWIO + CWI1*QW + CWI2*PWR
Sheep Income
MWBGYS=CSIO + CSI1*QLBMN + CSI2*PLR + CSI3*PMR
Beef Income
MWBGYB=CBIO + CBI1*QBF + CBI2*PPBR
Total Gross Income for Sheep and Beef Farms
MWBGY=MWBGYW + MWBGYS + MWBGYB + MWBGYO
Change in Total Gross Income for Sheep and Beef Farms
CMWBGY=MWBGY - MWBGY(-l)
Sheep and Beef Farm Fertiliser Volume
MWBFTR=CFERTO + CFERT1*MWBGY + CFERT2*CMWBGY + CFERT3*DSUSB
+ CFERT4*PFERTR + CFERT5*FERTDUM
Sheep and Beef Farm Fertiliser Expenditure
MWBFERT=(MWBFTR*PFERT)/PPBS
Sheep and Beef Farm Interest payments
MWBINT=MWBTLB(-l)*MWBCONI
Sheep and Beef Farm Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure
MWBRM=CSBRMO + CSBRM1*MWBGY + CSBRM2*CMWBGY + CSBRM3*SKHDSB(-1)
+ CSBRM4*SUSB + CSBRM5*DSUSB
other Expenditure
MWBND=CSBNDO + CSBND1*MWBGY + CSBND2*CMWBGY + CSBND3*SUSB(-1)
+ CSBND4*DSUSB + CSBND5*SKHDSB(-1)
Sheep and Beef Farm Total Cash Expenditure
MWBCE=MWBFERT+MWBRM+MWBINT+MWBND
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Sheep and Beef Farm Net Income
MWBCNY=MWBGY - MWBCE
Sheep and Beef Farm Available Net Income
MWBCANY=MWBCNY + MWBIED + MWBWRD
Change in Available Net Income
CMWBCAY=MWBCANY - MWBCANY(-l)
Sheep and Beef Farm Tax Expenditure
MWBTAX=CTAXO + CTAX1*MWBTXNY(-1) + CTAX2*CMWBGY + CTAX3*TIME
Drawings
MWBDW=Jl + J2*CR2 + J3*CRA4 + J4*CRA6 + J5*CR7 + J6*MWBINV(-1)
+ J7*STKBSB(-1) + J8*STPMVSB(-1) + J9*STKLSB(-1)
+ JIO*CMWBCAY + Jll*MWBCANY + J12*CRl + J13*CRA3
+ J14*FMPRSE(-1) + J15*MWBTLB(-1)
Savings
MWBSAV=MWBCANY - MWBDW - MWBTAX
Change in Off-farm Investments
MWBINVC=Kl + K2*CRl + K3*CRA3 + K4*CRA4 + K5*CRA6 + K6*CR7
+ K7*MWBINV(-1) + K8*FMPRSE(-1) + .K9*STKBSB(-1)
+ KIO*CMWBCAY + Kll*MWBCANY+ K12*CR2 + K13*STPMVSB(-1)
+ K14*STKLSB(-1) + K15*MWBTLB(-1)
Off-farm Investments
MWBINV=MWBINV(-l) + MWBINVC
Change in Sheep and Beef Farm Purchases
FMPRSEC=Ll + L2*CR2 + L3*CRA3 + L4*CRA6 + L5*CR7 + L6*FMPRSE(-1)
+ L7*STKBSB(-1) + L8*STPMVSB(-1) + L9*MWBTLB(-1)
+ LIO*CMWBCAY + Ll1*MWBCANY + L12*CRl + L13*CRA4
+ L14*MWBINV(-1) + L15*STKLSB(-1)
Sheep and Beef Farm Purchases
FMPRSE=FMPRSE(-l) + FMPRSEC
Net Capital Investment in Buildings
NIBSB=Ml + M2*CRl + M3*cr2 + M4*CRA6 + M5*STKBSB(-1)
+ M6*STPMVSB(-1) + M7*STKLSB(-1) + M8*MWBTLB(-1)
+ M9*CMWBCAY + MIO*MWBCANY + Mll*CRA3 + M12*CRA4 + M13*CR7
+ M14*MWBINV(-1) + M15*FMPRSE(-1)
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Net Capital Investment in Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
NIPMVSB=Nl + N2*CRl + N3*CRA4 + N4*MWBINV(-1) + N5*FMPRSR(-11
+ N6*STKBSB(-1) + N7*STPMVSB(-1) + N8*STKLSB(-1)
+ N9*MWBTLB(-1) + NIO*MWBCANY + Nll*CR2 + N12*CRA3
+ N13*CRA6 + N14*CR7 + N15*CMWBCAY
Net Capital Investment in Land Development
NILSB=Ol + 02*CRl + 03*CRA4 + 04*CRA6 + 05*MWBINV(-1)
+ 06*FMPRSE(-1 + 07*STPMVSB(-1) + 08*STKLSB(-1)
+ 09*MWBCANY + OlO*CMWBCAY + Oll*CR2 + 012*CRA3
+ 013*CR7 + 014*STKBSB(-1) + 015*MWBTLB(-1)
Gross Capital Investment in Buildings
GIBSB=RIBSB + NIBSB
Gross Capital Investment in Plant, Machinery and Vehicles'
GIPMVSB=RIPMVSB + NIPMVSB
Gross Capital Investment in Land Development
GILSB=RILSB + NILSB
Total Gross Capital Investment on Sheep and Beef Farms
GISB=GILSB + GIBSB + GIPMVSB
Capital stock of Buildings
STKBSB=STKBSB(-l) + NIBSB
Capital stock of Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
STPMVSB=STPMVSB(-l) + NIPMVSB
Capital Stock of Land
STKLSB=STKLSB(-l) + NILSB
Total Capital Stock
STKSB=STKBSB + STPMVSB + STKLSB
Capital Stock of Land Divided by Total Sheep and Beef Stock Units
SLDHDSB=(STKLSB/SUSB)*lOOO
capital Stock of Buildings Divided by Total Sheep and Beef stock
Units
SBDHDSB=(STKBSB/SUSB)*lOOO
capital stock of Plant, Machinery and Vehicles Divided by
Sheep and Beef Stock Units
SPMHDSB=(STPMVSB/SUSB)*lOOO
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Total Capital stock Divided by Total Sheep and Beef stock Units
SKHDSB=SLDHDSB + SBDHDSB + SPMHDSB
Change in Total Liabilities
MWBTLBC=Pl + P2*CRl + P3*CR2 + P4*CRA3 + P5*MWBINV(-1)
+ P6*STKBSB(-1) + P7*STPMVSB(-1) + P8*STKLSB(-1)
+ P9*MWBTLB(-1) + PIO*CRA4 ~ pll*CRA6 + P12*CR7








DAIRY FARM SECTOR INCOME AND PORTFOLIO MODEL
Gross Income From Milkfat for Dairy Farms
DBGYMLK=CMLKIO + CMLKI1*PDR + CMLKI2*PDR(-1) + CMLKI3*QMLKF
+ CMLKI4*QMLKF(-1) + CMLKI5*TIME
Gross Income From Other Sources for Dairy Farms
DBGYO=COIO + COI1*PMBR + COI2*QMB
Total Gross Income for Dairy Farms
DBGYD=DBGYMLK + DBGYO
Change in Total Gross Income for Dairy Farms
CDBGYD=DBGYD - DBGYD(-l)
Fertiliser Use per Dairy Farm
DBFTR=CFERTDYO + CFERTDY1*DBGYD + CFERTDY2*CDBGYD
+ CFERTDY3*PFERTR + CFERTDY4*FERTDUM
Fertiliser Expenditure per Dairy Farm
DBFERT=(DBFTR*PFERTR)/PPBD
Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure per Dairy Farm
DBRM=CRMDYO + CRMDY1*DBGYD + CRMDY2*CDBGYD + CRMDY3*SUD(-1)
+ CRMDY4*DSUD + CRMDY5~SBDHDDY(-1) + CRMDY6*SLDHDDY(-1)
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Interest Payments per Dairy Farm
DBINT=DBTLB(-l)*DBCONI
other Expenditure per Dairy Farm
DBND=CODYO + CODY1*DBGYD + CODY2*CDBGYD + CODY3*SUD + CODY4*OSUO
+ CODY5*SKHDDY(-1)
Total Cash Expenditure per Dairy Farm
DBCE=DBFERT + DBRM + DBINT + DBND
Net Income per Dairy Farm
DBCNY=DBGYD - DBCE
Available Net Income per Dairy Farm
DBCANY=DBCNY + DBIEA
Change in Available Net Income per Dairy Farm
CDBCANY=DBCANY - DBCANY(-l)
Change in Off Farm Investme~ts per Dairy Farm
DBINVSC=Ql + Q2*CDRl + Q3*CDRA3 + Q4*CDRA4 + Q5*CDRA6
+ Q6*DBINVST(-1) + Q7*STKLDY(-1)
Off Farm Investments per Dairy Farm
DBINVST=DBINVST(-l) + DBINVSC
Change in Farm Purchases
DFMPRSC=RRl + RR2*CDR2 + RR3*CORA4 + RR4*CDRA6 + RR5*COR7




Net Capital Investment in Buildings
NIBDy=Sl + S2*CDRl + S3*CDR2 + S4*CDRA4 + S5*CDRA6 + S6*OBCANY
+ S7*CDBCANY + S8*STKBDY(-1) + S9*STPMVDY(-1)
Net Capital Investment in Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
NIPMVDY=Tl + T2*CDRl + T3*CDR2 + T4*CDRA4 + T5*DBCANY
+ T6*CDBCANY + T7*STKBDY(-1) + T8*STPMVDY(-1)
+ T9*STKLDY(-1)
Net Capital Investment in Land Development
NILDY=Ul + U2*CDRl + U3*CDRA3 + U4*CDRA4 + U5*CORA6 + U6*OaCANY
+ U7*CDBCANY + U8*STKBDY(-1) + U9*STPMVDY(-1) +
U10*STKLDY(-1)
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Gross Capital Investment in Buildings
GIBDY=RIBDY + NIBDY
Gross Capital Investment in Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
GIPMVDY=RIPMVDY + NIPMVDY
Gross Capital Investment in Land Development
GILDY=RILDY + NILDY
Total Dairy Farm Gross Capital Investment
GIDY=GILDY + GIBDY + GIPMVDY
Gross Capital Investment per Dairy stock Unit
GIHDDY=(GIDY/SUD)*lOOO
Capital stock of Buildings
STKBDY=STKBDY(-l) + NIBDY
capital stock of Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
STPMVDY=STPMVDY(-l) + NIPMVDY
Capital stock of Land
STKLDY=STKLDY(-l) + NILDY
Total Capital stock
STKDY=STKBDY + STPMVDY + STKLDY
capital stock of Land per Dairy stock Unit
SLDHDDY=(STKLDY/SUD)*lOOO
Capital stock of Buildings per Dairy stock Unit
SBDHDDY=(STKBDY/SUD)*lOOO
Capital stock of Plant, Machinery and Vehicles per Dairy stock
Unit
SPMHDDY=(STPMVDY/SUD)*lOOO
Capital stock of Buildings, Plant, Machinery and Vehicles per
Dairy stock Unit
SBDPMDY=SBDHDDY + SPMHDDY
Total Capital stock on Dairy Farms per Dairy stock Unit
SKHDDY=SLDHDDY + SBDHDDY + SPMHDDY
Change in Total Liabilities
DBTLBC=Vl + V2*CDRl + V3*CDR2 + V4*CDRA3 + V5*CDR7 + V6*DBCANY






DBDPRCN=CDEPDYO + CDEPDY1*GIHDDY + CDEPDY2*STKDY(-1)
+ CDEPDY3*TIME + CDEPDY4*TAXM
Net Taxable Income per Dairy Farm
DBTXNY=DBCANY - DBTXCON + DBDEFX - DBDPRCN
DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION EQUATIONS
Lamb Consumption per Capita
PCLB=CPCLBO + CPCLB1*RPBEEF + CPCLB2*RPMUTTN + CPCLB3*RPCHES
+ CPCLB4*RPCNDY + CPCLB5*QL
Beef Consumption per Capita
PCBV=CPCBVO + CPCBV1*RPBEEF + CPCBV2*RPMUTTN + CPCBV3*RPCHES
+ CPCBV4*RPCNDY
Mutton Consumption per Capita
PCMN=CPCMNO + CPCMN1*RPBEEF + CPCMN2*RPMUTTN + CPCMN3*RPCHOOK
+ CPCMN4*RPCHES + CPCMN5*RPCNDY + CPCMN6*STMN(-1)
Butter Consumption per Capita
PCBUT=CPCBRO + CPCBR1*RPBUTTR + CPCBR2*RPCNDY
Cheese Consumption per Capita
PCHES=CPCHO + CpCH2*RPMUTTN + CpCH3*RPCHES +CPCH4*RPCNDY
Powder Consumption per Capita
PCPDR=CPCPO + CPCP1*RPBUTTR + CPCP2*RPPOWDR + CPCP3*RPCNDY



















Change in Butter Consumption
DCBUT=CBUTTER-CBUTTER(-l)
Change in Cheese Consumption
DCCHE=CCHEESE-CCHEESE(-l)
Change in Whole-milk Powder Consumption
DCWMP=CPOWDER-CPOWDER(-l)
Change in Skim-milk Powder Consumption
DCSMP=CSMP-CSMP(-l)
Change in Butter-milk Powder consumption
DCBMP=CBMP-CBMP(-l)
'000 Tonnes of Butter Consumption
CBUT1=CBUTTER*1000
'000 Tonnes of Cheese Consumption
CHES1=CCHEESE*1000
'000 Tonnes of Whole-milk Powder Consumption
Cpowl=CPOWDER*lOOO
'000 Tonnes of Butter-milk Powder Consumption
CBMP1=CBMP*lOOO
'000 Tonnes of Skim-milk Powder Consumption
CSMP1=CSMP*1000
Domestic Wool Consumption
CWOOL=CWCO + CWC1*ANZAC + CWC2*PWART + CWC3*WLSUBSY + CWC4*WLCDPY
+ CWC5*RPCARPT(-1) + CWC6*NZAUER(-1)
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'OOOs of Tonnes of Wool Consumption
CWLTON=CWOOL/IOOO
STOCKS EQUATIONS FOR MEAT AND WOOL
Change in Lamb Stocks
DSTLB=CSLBO + CSLB1*STLB(-1) + CSLB2*QL + CSLB3*PLSR
+ CSLB4*PLRTD + CSLB5*PLSUPR
Change in Beef Stocks
DSTBV=CSBVO + CSBV1*STBV(-1) + CSBV2*QBF + CSBV3*PMBSR
+ CSBV4*PMBDIF
Change in Mutton Stocks
DSTMN=CSMNO + CSMN1*STMN(-1) + CSMN2*QM + CSMN3*PMSR
+ CSMN4*PMRTD
Change in Wool Stocks
DSTWLBD=CSWLO + CSWL1*STWLBD(-1) + CSWL2*QW + CSWL3*PWAR
+ CSWL4*PWEXP








CHANGE IN DAIRY PRODUCT STOCKS EQUATIONS
Butter
DSTBR=CSBRO + CSBR1*DQBUT + CSBR2*DCBUT + CSBR3*DUVBR
Cheese
DSTCH=CSCHO + CSCH1*DQCH + CSCH2*DCCHE + CSCH3*DUVCH
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Whole-milk Powder
DSTWMP=CSWMPO + CSWMPl*DQWMP + CSWMP2*DCWMP + CSWMP3*DEECMPX
Skim-milk Powder
DSTSMP=CSSMPO + CSSMPl*DQSMP + CSSMP2*DCSMP + CSSMP3*DUVSMP
+ CSSMP4*FSMPX
Butter-milk Powder
DSTBMP=CSBMPO + CSBMPl*DQBMP + CSBMP2*DCBMP + CSBMP3*DEECMPX
Casein
DSTCN=CSCNO + CSCNl*DQCASN + CSCN2*DUVCASN + CSCN3*DSTCN(-l)
VOLUME OF EXPORTS
Derived Volume of Lamb Exports
LBXEST=QL - DSTLB - CLB
Volume of Lamb Exports
LBX=LBXEST*LBCF
Derived Volume of Mutton Exports
MNXEST=QM - DSTMN - CMN
Volume of Mutton Exports
MNX=MNXEST*MNCF
Derived Volume of Beef Exports
BVXEST=QBF - DSTBV - CBV
Volume of Beef Exports
BVX=BVXEST*BVCF
Derived Volume of Wool Exports
WLXEST=QW - DSTWLBD - CWLTON
Volume of Wool Exports
WOOLX=WLXEST*WLCF
Volume of Butter Exports
BRXl=QBUT - CBUTl - DSTBR
Volume of Cheese Exports
CHEX=QCH - CHESl - OSTCH
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Volume of Whole-milk Exports
WPRX=QWMP - CPOWi - DSTWMP
Volume of Skim-milk Powder Exports
SMPTX=QSMP - CSMPi - DSTSMP
Volume of Butter-milk Powder Exports
B~PX=QBMP - CBMPi - DSTBMP

























VMEATX=VBVX + VLBX + VMNX
Total Dairy
VDAIRYX=VBRX + VCHEX + VWPRX + VSMPTX + VBMPX + VCASNX
Total Pastoral Sector
VPASTX=VMEATX + VWOOLX + VDAIRYX
APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS AND ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS
B.l LIVESTOCK NUMBERS
Breeding Ewes
DKE=Al + A2*KE(-1) + A3*KHGT(-1) + A4*DPWR + A5*PRLBPB(-1)




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 374.211
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 702.452
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1187.73
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.244141E-03


























DKHGT=B1 + B2*KHGT(-1) + B3*KE(-1) + B4*PRWLPB + B5*PRDYWL




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 498.655
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 175.364
STANDARD DEVIATION = 627.144
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.305176E-03






























STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 386.754
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -61.9240
STANDARD DEVIATION = 589.092
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.305176E-03



































DKBBC=D1 + D2*KBBC(-1) + D3*DKBH(-1) + D4*PRPBWL(-1)




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 44.8755
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 13.5200
STANDARD DEVIATION = 99.6447
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.247955E-04











































DKBH=E1 + E2*KBH(-1) + E3*DKBC(-1) + E4*KBC(-1)




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 18.9833
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 7.04400
STANDARD DEVIATION = 32.4059
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.572205E-05







































DKBC=Fl + F2*KBC(-1) + F3*DKBBC(-1) + F4*KBBC(-1) + F5*PRPBWL(-1)




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 16.9677
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 6.94000
STANDARD DEVIATION = 41.6634
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.476837E-05







































DKOB=G1 + G2*KOB(-1) + G3*KBBC(-1) + G4*PRPBDY(-1)




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 67.4172
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 51.5480
STANDARD DEVIATION = 129.088
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.190735E-04





















DKD=H1 +H2*KD(-1) + H3*DKDH(-1) + H4*PRDYWL + H5*PPBR




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 28.4874
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 22.8720
STANDARD DEVIATION = 62.1941
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.114441E-04







































DKDH=I1 + I2*KDH(-1) + I3*DKD(-1) + I4*PRDYWL + I5*PPBR




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 31.2301
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -0.400000E-01
STANDARD DEVIATION = 45.5558
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.572205E-05
























B.2 TOTAL PRODUCTION OF MAJOR FARM COMMODITIES
Wool





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 9.79629
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 320.052
STANDARD DEVIATION = 33.8243
R-SQUARED = 0.930099
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.916118
F-STATISTIC( 4., 20.) = 66.5294
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO




































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 9.28714
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 184.224
STANDARD DEVIATION = 19.6630
R-SQUARED = 0.814098
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.776918
F-STATISTIC( 4., 20.) = 21.8959
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO




































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 18.5731
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 359.540
STANDARD DEVIATION = 59.5161
R-SQUARED = 0.918844
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.902613
F-STATISTIC( 4., 20.) = 56.6098
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.610352E-04




































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 24.5048
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 221.932
STANDARD DEVIATION = 43.8262
R-SQUARED = 0.739474
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.687369
F-STATISTIC( 4., 20.) = 14.1919
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.152588E-04






























QMB=C + DKBBC + DKOB + SUBF(-l) + KD(-l) + PRPBLB + PRPBDY





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 24.7097
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 195.424
STANDARD DEVIATION = 84.4015
R-SQUARED = 0.942859
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.914289
F-STATISTIC( 8., 16.) = 33.0014
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0~267029E-04




















































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 0.340337E-02
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 0.106391
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.105476E-01
R-SQUARED = 0.917576
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.895885
F-STATISTIC( 5., 19.) = 42.3028
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.745058E-08
DURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC (ADJ. FOR O.GAPS) = 1.8060
RIGHT-HAND ESTIMATED STANDARD T-
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT ERROR STATISTIC
C 0.132640E~01 0.152837E-01 0.867852
PDR 0.455613E-04 0.440997E-04 1.03314
SBDPMDY(-1) 0.157661E-02 0.369715E-03 4.26439
WD -0.316249E-03 0.590675E-04 -5.35403
QMLKFHD(-1) 0.629604 0.928163E-01 6.78333
TIME -0.863189E-03 0.313500E-03 -2.75340
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B.3 PRODUCTION OF MAJOR DAIRY PRODUCTS IN PRODUCT WEIGHT
Butter






STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 6303.36
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 250122.
STANDARD DEVIATION - 16735.3
R-SQUARED = 0.898667
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.858133
F-STATISTIC( 6., 15.) = 22.1711
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 22.
SUM OF RESIDUALS - 0.156250E-Ol







































QCH=C + CHBRPD + QMLKF + DSTCH(-l) + UKCHQU + EECCRES(-l)





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 8527.30
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 112334.
STANDARD DEVIATION = 10807.7
R-SQUARED = 0.584985
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.377477
F-STATISTIC( 7., 14.) = 2.81910
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 22.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO











































QWMP=C + CHBRPD + QMLKF + DSTWMP(-I) + EECBRES(-I)





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 6537.93
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 57039.2
STANDARD DEVIATION = 41575.6
R-SQUARED = 0.982337
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.975271
F-STATISTIC( 6., 15.) = 139.036
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 22.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.585938E-02







































QSMP=C + QMLKF + CSMP1(-1) + DSTSMP(-1) + EECSRES(-1)





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 21751.9
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 164646.
STANDARD DEVIATION = 48043.1
R-SQUARED = 0.863340
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.795010
F-STATISTIC( 7., 14.) = 12.6348
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 22.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.156250E-01
















































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 907.354
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 23183.5
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2492.55
R-SQUARED = 0.899036
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.867485
F-STATISTIC( 5., 16.) = 28.4944
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 22.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.390625E-02



































QCASN=C + QBUT + QMLKF + DSTCN(-1) + DSTSMP(-1)





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 6505.72
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 53357.0
STANDARD DEVIATION = 10344.5
R-SQUARED = 0.736316
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.604475
F-STATISTIC( 7., 14.) = 5.58485
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 22.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.390625E-02

















































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 1155.57
MEAN OF'DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 16868.6
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3825.79
R-SQUARED = 0.916371
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.908768
F-STATISTIC( 2., 22.) = 120.533
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.292969E-02




























STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 1010.80
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 14788.2
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2768.12
R-SQUARED = 0.883327
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.866660
F-STATISTIC( 3., 21.) = 52.9968
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.976563E-03




















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 635.369
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 6914.78
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1609.36
R-SQUARED = 0.857125
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.844136
F-STATISTIC( 2., 22.) = 65.9901
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.488281E-03


















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 14.0467
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 89.3430
STANDARD DEVIATION = 17.3576
R-SQUARED = 0.481544
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.345109
F-STATISTIC( 5., 19.) = 3.52946
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.152588E-04








































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 175.573
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 3209.78
STANDARD DEVIATION = 576.343
R-SQUARED = 0.926533
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.907199
F-STATISTIC( 5., 19.) = 47.9236
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.244141E-03








































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 445.269
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 16242.0
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1810.14
R-SQUARED = 0.952097
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.939491
F-STATISTIC( 5., 19.) = 75.5270
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.195313E-02








































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 543.234
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 3618.83
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1299.38
R-SQUARED = 0.847064
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.825216
F-STATISTIC( 3., 21.) = 38.7707
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO



























MWBDW=Jl + J2*CR2 + J3*CRA4 + J4*CRA6 + J5*CR7 + J6*MWBINV(-1)
+ J7*STKBSB(-1) + J8*STPMVSB(-1) + J9*STKLSB(-1)
+ Jl0*CMWBCAY + Jll*MWBCANY + J12*CRl + J13*CRA3




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 287.735
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 8659.57
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1118.42
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.488281E-03







































































MWBINVC=K1 + K2*CR1 + K3*CRA3 + K4*CRA4 + K5*CRA6 + K6*CR7
+ K7*MWBINV(-1) + K8*FMPRSE(-1) + K9*STKBSB(-1)
+ K10*CMWBCAY + K11*MWBCANY + K12*CR2 + K13*STPMVSB(-1)




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 469.096
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -125.223
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1474.97
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO






































































Sheep and Beef Farm Purchases
FMPRSEC=L1 + L2*CR2 + L3*CRA3 + L4*CRA6 + L5*CR7 + L6*FMPRSE(-1)
+ L7*STKBSB(-1) + L8*STPMVSB(-1) + L9*MWBTLB(-1)
+ L10*CMWBCAY + L11*MWBCANY + L12*CR1 + L13*CRA4




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 20.4114
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -4.84000
STANDARD DEVIATION = 51.4317
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO






































































Net Capital Investment in Buildings
NIBSB=M1 + M2*CR1 + M3*CR2 + M4*CRA6 + M5*STKBSB(-1)
+ M6*STPMVSB(-1) + M7*STKLSB(-1) + M8*MWBTLB(-1)
+ M9*CMWBCAY + M10*MWBCANY + M11*CRA3 + M12*CRA4
+ M13*CR7 + M14*MWBINV(-1) + M15*FMPRSE(-1)
EQUATION SBPM4EQ
******************DEPENDENT VARIABLE: NIBSB
STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 2.79074MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 21.1370STANDARD DEVIATION = 8.79856






































































Net Capital Investment in Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
NIPMVSB=Nl + N2*CR1 + N3*CRA4 + N4*MWBINV(-1) + N5*FMPRSE(-1)
+ N6*STKBSB(-1) + N7*STPMVSB(-1) + N8*STKLSB(-1)
+ N9*MWBTLB(-1) + N10*MWBCANY + N11*CR2 + N12*CRA3




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 4.68036
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 6.77172
STANDARD DEVIATION = 16.0954
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.476837E-06






































































Net capital Investment in Land Development
NILSB=Ol + 02*CR1 + 03*CRA4 + 04*CRA6 + 05*MWBINV(-1)
+ 06*FMPRSE(-1) + 07*STPMVSB(-1) + 08*STKLSB(-1)
+ 09*MWBCANY + 010*CMWBCAY + 011*CR2 + 012*CRA3 + 013*CR7




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 5.22290
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 3.86668
STANDARD DEVIATION = 22.2848
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.190735E-05






































































Change in Total Liabilities
MWBTLBC~Pl + P2*CRl + P3*CR2 + P4*CRA3 + P5*MWBINV(-1)
+ P6*STKBSB(-1) + P7*STPMVSBi-l) + P8*STKLSB(-1)
+ P9*MWBTLB(-1) + PI0*CRA4 + pll*CRA6 + P12*CR7




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 1880.81
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 1459.59
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3524.25
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.244141E-03














































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 369.083
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 2729.27
STANDARD DEVIATION = 513.966
R-SQUARED = 0.570267
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.484321
F-STATISTIC( 4., 20.) = 6.63514
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.488281E-03






























B.5 DAIRY FARM SECTOR INCOME AND PORTFOLIO MODEL
Gross Income From Milkfat





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 967.508
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 24165.9
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3215.30
R-SQUARED = 0.933282
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.909454
F-STATISTIC( 5., 14.) = 39.1678
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.195313E-02


















Gross Income From Other Sources





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 909.496
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 5483.70
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1472.18
R-SQUARED = 0.658512
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.618337
F-STATISTIC( 2., 17.) = 16.3910
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO


















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 6.10706
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 60.8900
STANDARD DEVIATION = 10.9875
R-SQUARED = 0.756104
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.691065
F-STATISTIC( 4., 15.) = 11.6254
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.762939E-05






























Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure






STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 138.597
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 2226.98
STANDARD DEVIATION = 397.218
R-SQUARED = 0.916701
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.878255
F-STATISTIC( 6., 13.) = 23.8439
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.122070E-03












































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 185.892
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 9734.10
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1177.31
R-SQUARED = 0.981630
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.975069
F-STATISTIC( 5., 14.) = 149.621
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.146484E-02



































DBINVSC=Q1 + Q2*CDR1 + Q3*CDRA3 + Q4*CDRA4 + Q5*CDRA6




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 253.096
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 77.9570
STANDARD DEVIATION = 448.546
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.122070E-03





















DFMPRSC=RR1 + RR2*CDR2 + RR3*CDRA4 + RR4*CDRA6 + RR5*CDR7





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 145.147
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -35.8500
STANDARD DEVIATION = 223.130
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.648499E-04














































Net Capital Investment in Buildings
NIBDY==Sl + S2*CDR1 + S3*CDR2 + S4*CDRA4 + S5*CDRA6 + S6*DBCANY




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION == 2.23786
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE == 11.2976
STANDARD DEVIATION == 3.88303
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS == 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS == O.OOOOOOE+OO














































Net Capital Investment in Plant, Machinery and Vehicles
NIPMVDY=T1+ T2*CDR1 + T3*CDR2 + T4*CDRA4 + T5*DBCANY + T6*CDBCANY




STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 2.93664
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 8.21865
STANDARD DEVIATION = 9.45334
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO














































Net Investment in Land Development
NILDY=Ul + U2*CDRI + U3*CDRA3 + U4*CDRA4 + U5*CDRA6 + U6*DBCANY





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 1.13515
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -1.20910
STANDARD DEVIATION = 12.4265
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.953674E-06


















































Change in Total Liabilities
DBTLBC=Vl + V2*CDRl + V3*CDR2 + V4*CDRA3 + V5*CDR7 + V6*DBCANY





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 2509.00
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 1123.86
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3066.11
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.488281E-03
































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 167.728
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 2269.90
STANDARD DEVIATION = 347.942
R-SQUARED = 0.816543
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.767621
F-STATISTIC( 4., 15.) = 16.6907
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = O.OOOOOOE+OO
















B.6 PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION EQUATIONS
Lamb





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 1.32047
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 9.52552
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.79691
R-SQUARED = 0.572492
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.459990
F-STATISTIC( 5., 19.) = 5.08872
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.953674E-06








































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 3.48081
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 50.8543
STANDARD DEVIATION = 5.19426
R-SQUARED = 0.625775
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.550931
F-STATISTIC( 4., 20.) = 8.36096
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.381470E-05




































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 1.67626
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 28.0882
STANDARD DEVIATION = 5.87858
R-SQUARED = 0.939018
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.918691
F-STATISTIC( 6., 18.) = 46.1950
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.190735E-05












































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 0.923745
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 16.6910
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.54514
R-SQUARED = 0.879248
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.868271
F-STATISTIC( 2., 22.) = 80.0962
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.476837E-05



























D~PENDENT VARIABLE: PCHES .
STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION = 0.828204
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 5.09906
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.04922
R-SQUARED = 0.857076
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.836659
F-STATISTIC( 3., 21.) = 41.9772
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.476837E-06
































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 1.13175
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 6.42977
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.16108
R-SQUARED = 0.760026
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.725744
F-STATISTIC( 3., 21.) = 22.1698
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 25.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.357628E-06

































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 4026.00
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 18400.6
STANDARD DEVIATION = 8452.68
R-SQUARED = 0.841198
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.773140
F-STATISTIC( 6., 14.) = 12.3600
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.976563E-03






































B.7 CHANGE IN STOCKS EQUATIONS FOR MEAT AND WOOL
Lamb





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 14.2688
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 5.52692
STANDARD DEVIATION = 15.5249
R-SQUARED = 0.324213
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.155267
F-STATISTIC( 5., 15.) = 1.91903
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 26.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.190735E-05
























STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 15.4456
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 0.103846
STANDARD DEVIATION = 18.5811
R-SQUARED = 0.419573
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.309016
F-STATISTIC( 4., 16.) = 3.79507
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 26.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.762939E-05




































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 13.3978
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 2.12692
STANDARD DEVIATION = 17.6732
R-SQUARED = 0.517257
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.425306
F-STATISTIC( 4., 16.) = 5.62536
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 26.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.572205E-05






















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 21.4306
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 0.255000
STANDARD DEVIATION = 26.4432
R-SQUARED = 0.448278
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.343188
F-STATISTIC( 4., 16.) = 4.26567
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 26.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.762939E-05






























B.8 CHANGE IN DAIRY PRODUCT STOCKS EQUATIONS
Butter





STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 14990.6
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 5709.33
STANDARD DEVIATION = 16981.0
R-SQUARED = 0.337587
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.220690
F-STATISTIC( 3., 17.)= 2.88791
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.390625E-02




















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 8217.74
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 1608.62
STANDARD DEVIATION = 9905.10
R-SQUARED = 0.414933
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.311686
F-STATISTIC( 3., 17.) = 4.01884
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0.488281E-02




















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 5573.60
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = -1305.23
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6744.40
R-SQUARED = 0.419498
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.317057
F-STATISTIC( 3., 17.) = 4.09500
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.976563E-03




















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 26703.9
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 42.0952
STANDARD DEVIATION = 49631.9
R-SQUARED = 0.768412
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.710515
F-STATISTIC( 4., 16.) = 13.2720
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.488281E-03






















STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 3379.92
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 2743.71
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4558.67
R-SQUARED = 0.532744
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.450287
F-STATISTIC( 3., 17.) = 6.46087
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.244141E-02
































STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION 9164.08
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 3809.67
STANDARD DEVIATION = 10785.1
R-SQUARED = 0.386310
ADJUSTED R-SQUARED = 0.278012
F-STATISTIC( 3., 17.) = 3.56710
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21.
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -0.244141E-02





























r1ean I','lean Percentage TI1eil Re'JTession Percentage Ratio of
Dependent Absolute Percentage Root Mean U Correlation Coefficient of over-
Variable Percentage Errol:- Squared Statistic Coefficient of Actual Turning estimatesl
Error El-t-Or on Predicted Points under-
(MAPE) (MPE) (%RMSE) (U) ( r ) (b) Predicted estimates
BMPX 18.09 -5.27 29.44 0.12 0.48 0.48 57.0 1'l! 0£.J,i U
BRXI 5 .. 52 --0.85 29 .. 28 0.03 0.67 1 .. 20 63.0 10/10
BVX 11. 91 4.53 1. 98 0.08 0.83 0.90 68.0 9/11
BVXEST 11,,91 ..1 t=:""1 2.47 0.08 0.86 1. 01 63.0 9/11-r .. .....J..J
C.ii.Sl'J}~l 23.80 -10.17 r=::n 1 t=: 0.11 0.64 "1 '! '1 42.0 ' ,"") I a_I"J .. ..!-~ ~ ..... ,± ...L~/ U
CBMP 1 r-::- 'J.:' -6.15 0.36 0.07 0.96 0.95 89.0 11/ 9.J.. ...J .. L.-r
CBMPI 15.24 -6.15 11. 51 0.07 0.96 0.95 89.0 11/ 9
CBUTI 4.73 -0.06 12 .. 31 0.03 0.73 0.87 57.0 13/ 7
CmJTTER 4 7'1 --0.06 0.39 0.03 0.73 0.87 57.0 13/ 7• I oJ
f..='BV 4.94- -0.13 0.77 0.03 0.86 1. 01 73.0 10/10
CCHEESE 1 1 at=: ·-3.55 0.57 0.07 0.93 1.06 63.0 I'1! 7..l.....l...l. W_' -'I I
CDBCANY 348.68 -33.20 61. 87 0.29 0.83 0.86 73.0 10/10 ......0
CDBGYD 94.20 l'J 'l""J 33.89 0.27 0.84 0.89 84.0 10/10 ex>_Lla7J
CHESI 11.85 _-:I t:=:r:: 18.15 0.07 0.93 1. 06 63.0 13/ 7_I.a. _J..j
CHEX 6.77 2.39 26.65 0.04 0.76 0.82 52.0 6/14
CLB 10.78 1.10 0.73 0.07 0.69 0.81 52 .. 0 8/12
CMN 4.19 -0.95 0.49 0.03 0.92 0.90 57.0 10/10
CMWBCAY 653.26 -577.78 149.76 0.18 0.94 0.88 94.0 III 9
CMWBGY 101. 58 68.45 51. 05 0.10 0.98 0.96 89.0 12/ 8
CPDR 15.24 -6.15 0.79 0.09 0.83 0.96 68.0 III 9
CPOWI 15.24 -6.15 17.13 0.11 0.64 0.88 73.0 11/ 9
CPOWDER 15.24 -6.15 0.54 0.11 0.64 0.88 73.0 III 9
CSMP 15.24 -6.15 0.44 0.09 0.88 1. 00 78.0 III 9
CSMPI 15.24 -6.15 13.83 0.09 0.88 1. 00 78.0 11/ 9
CWLTON 12.75 -1.43 0.70 0.08 0.91 1. 00 57.0 10/10
CWOOL 12.75 -1.43 21. 99 0.08 0.91 1. 00 57.0 10/10
DECANY 4.74 1.45 7.00 0.03 0.91 1.17 78.0 8/12
DECE 2.03 -0.75 3.13 0.01 0.99 1. 00 94.0 141 6
DECNY 4.58 1.40 6.74 0.03 0.92 1.14 78.0 8/12
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Mean Mean Percentage Theil Regression Percenta<:Je Ratio of
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Regression Percentage Ratio of
Correlation Coefficient of over-
Coefficient of Actual Turning estimatesl
on Predicted Points under-
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EECBRES EECBRX EECCHX EECCRES
1980 1280.0 409.0 146.0 1294.0
1981 1125.0 349.0 196.0 1003.0
1982 1042.0 250.0 172.0 930.0
1983 1771.0 200.0 201.0 1235.0
1984 1564.0 266.0 255.0 1420.0
1985 2357.0 300.0 253.0 1685.0
1986 2289.0 300.0 253.0 1563.0
1981 2289.0 300.0 253.0 1563.0
1988 2289.0 300.0 253.0 1563.0
1989 2289.0 300.0 253.0 1563.0
1990 2289.0 300.0 253.0 1563.0
EECI~PX EECSRES EECWRES JAPBRM
1980 1173.0 384.0 1161.0 2.0
1981 1123.0 396.0 621.0 2.0
1982 898.0 367.0 655.0 2.0
19:33 649.0 670.0 1091.0 2.0
1984 807.0 982.0 1264.0 2.0
1985 800.0 1069.0 1470.0 2.0
1986 800.0 1083.0 1464.0 2.0
1987 800.0 1083.0 1464.0 2.0
1988 800.0 1083.0 1464.0 2.0
1989 800.0 1083.0 1464.0 2.0
1990 800.0 1083.0 1464.0 2.0
JAPCHfv1 JAPMPI~ UKBRQU UKCHQU
1980 75.0 106.0 115000.0 9500.0
1981 71.0 88.0 94000.0 9500.0
1982 75.0 93.0 92000.0 9500.0
1983 72.0 97.0 87000.0 9500.0
1984 79.0 97.0 83000.0 9500.0
1985 83.0 100.0 81000.0 9500.0
1986 85.0 100.0 79000.0 9500.0
1987 85.0 100.0 77000.0 9500.0
1988 85.0 100.0 75000.0 9500.0
1989 85.0 100.0 75000.0 9500.0







USABRX USACHX USAMPX USSRBRX
1980 0.1 -99.2 n.7 -230.0
1981 52.8 -106.6 116.6 -202.0
1982 67.0 -99.2 143.0 -136.0
1983 33.0 -108.8 288.0
-186.0
1984 50.0 -116.0 297.0 -207.0
1985 47.0 -111.0 349.0 -180.0
1986 47.0 -111.0 349.0 -180.0
1987 47.0 -111.0 349.0 -180.0
1988 47.0 -111.0 349.0 -180.0
1989 47.0 -111.0 349.0 -180.0
1990 47.0 -111.0 349.0 -180.0
MACRO VARIABLES
.... _--------_ ....~--
AUSTER CONIlJ CONIS CPI
1980 0.8543 0.075 0.075 1.488
1981 0.7427 0.085 0.085 1. 712
1982 0.7266 0.085 0.092 2.002
1983 0.7486 0.096 0.097 2.168
1984 0.7331 0.109 0.105 2.271
1985 0.6191 0.103 0.094 2.648
1986 o. noo 0.120 0.120 2.912
1981 0.7100 0.140 0.140 3.145
1988 0.7700 0.160 0.160 3.396
1989 0.7100 0.180 0.180 3.668
1990 o.noo 0.180 0.180 3.961
CPIAUST GNPAUST t~KTINT NDY
1980 1.337 115759 0.114 19179
19131 1.455 132112 0.129 22321
1982 1.606 149278 0.143 26847
1983 1.791 163600 0.152 29475
1984 1.915 185457 0.142 31476
1985 2.068 209566 0.132 36879
1986 2.234 230523 0.170 39829
1987 2.412 253575 0.170 43016
1988 2.605 278932 0.170 46457
1989 2.814 306826 0.170 50173
1990 3.039 337508 0.170 54187
NZER PFERT TAXM
1980 103.92 59.50 40
1981 121.30 91.87 40
1982 136.52 117.63 45
1983 152.71 123.42 45
1984 209.51 120.61 45
1985 209.07 133.94 45
1986 185.00 166.00 25
1987 192 .40 179.00 25
1988 200.10 194.00 25
1989 208.10 209.00 25


















1986 -3.0 -6.0 0 0
1987 -3.0 -6.0 0 0
1988 -3.0 -6.0 0 0
1989 -3.0 -6.0 0 0
1990 -3.0 -6.0 0 0
VFSt1PX DTXCON FSMPX MBGYO
1980 10468 0 25371 6586
1981 11271 0 18183 9020
1982 23308 0 23028 9804
1983 64277 0 61775 13608
1984 56878 0 58939 16150
1985 57248 0 48155 15300
1986 57248 0 48155 16830
1987 57248 0 48155 18513
1988 57248 0 48155 20364
1989 57248 0 48155 22400
1990 57248 0 48155 24640
POPAUST POPN TAXB WB
1980 14.695 3.1275 20 8.3
1981 14.923 3.1258 20 28.0
1982 15.178 3.1494 20 30.4
1983 15.379 3.1686 20 49.9
1984 15.552 3.2028 20 14.6
1985 15.777 3.2430 20 30.9
1986 16.007 3.3500 20 27.7
1987 16.239 3.3770 20 27.7
1988 16.472 3.4040 20 27.7
1989 16.704 3.4310 20 27.7





































BRPX - Butter export purchase CHPX - Cheese export
price purchase price
PU~EAT Bare meat Sdll~dul e pr--jl;e PL - Farm gate price for
for lamb lamb
PLS - Schedule price for lamb PLPELT - Pelt payment for lamb
PM - Fa rm gate !TId tton pri ce PMPELT - Pelt payment for
mutton
Pt~s - Farm gate price for PPB - Farm gate price for
manufacturing beef prime beef
Pf"1S Schedule price for mutton PO - Farm gate price for
mil kfat
PH - Farm gate price for wool






lJa i ry farmers pri ces
paid index
- Farm wages
- Farm buil dings
capital price index
Farm land capital price
index
PPBS Prices paid by sheep
farmers index
PPTS - Prices received by
sheep farmers index










PBEEF = -23.3 + 112.3*MEATXPI + 63.1*CPI
PCHICKE= 28.7 + 176.3*CPI
PEGGS = 26.2 + 67.9*CPI
PMUTTON= -7.8 + 56.6*MEATXPI + 93.3*CPI
PPORK = -24.0 + 64.9*MEATXPI + 188.7*CPI
PBUTTER= 4.1 + 42.3*CPI + 2.6*BRXPI
PCARPET= 0.71 + 56.2*CPI + 3.9*WOOLXPI
PCHEESE= 26.1 + 150.6*CPI + 8.9*CHXPI
PJERSEY= 0.7 + 22.7*CPI + 2.1*WOOLXPI
PPOWDER= -35.5 - 23.2*CPI + 123*DPXPI
Farm Prices
PLMEAT = -31 + 58*MEATXPI - 0.2*PLSMP
PLPELT = - 8 + 9*WOOLXPI - 0.04*PWSMP
PL = 5.8 + 46.7*MEATXPI - 0.04*PLSMP
PLS = PLMEAT + PLPELT
PMPELT = - 4 + 4.6*WOOLXPI - 0.02*PWSMP
PM = -8.2 + 32.1*MEATXPI - 0.7*PMSMP
PMS = PMMEAT + PMPELT
PMB = 7.5 + 29*MEATXPI + 0.2*PMBSMP
PPB = 5.9 + 32*MEATXPI + 0.14*PMBSMP + 9.9*CPI
PW = 6.3 + 52*WOOLXPI + 0.12*PWSMP
PWA = 1.8 + 55*WOOLXPI
PO = 22.6 + 60*OPXPI
BRPX = 15.8 + 44.4*BRXPI
CHPX = -3.8 + 85.7*CHXPI
Other Prices
PPTS = 0.012 + 0.004*PL + 0.003*PMB + O.002*PW
PPBO = 0.013 + 1.044*CPI
PPBS = 0.016 + 1.069*CPI
FWAGE = -0.06 + 1.0*CPI
LDKPI = -0.09 + 2.2*CPI
BDKPI = -0.25 + 2.5*CPI
PMKPI = -0.12 + 2.4*CPI
BRXPI = -0.24 + 0.016*PO - 0.12*CPI
CHXPI = -0.08 + O.OII*PD + 0.32*CPI
DPXPI = -0.37 + 0.017*PD - 0.03*CPI
WOOLXPI= 0.15 + 0.016*PW
NEATXPI= 0.15 + O.015*PLMEAT + 0.003*PW + 0.002*PMBS
=======================================================================
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